
About CygoLite
In 1991 a group of cycling engineers saw a need 
for their technical expertise when it came to 
bicycle lighting systems. By combining the latest
technological innovations with clean classic designs,
we developed a line of lighting systems that made
CygoLite synonymous with innovation and quality.
Fast forward into the 21st century and we’re still
leading the way. With innovative research in the lab
and constant testing on the trails, we continue to
bring you cutting-edge lights that are tough,
dependable and powerful. Thank you for your
support. In return, we’ll light the way for you. 

CygoLite
1305-H East Saint Gertrude Pl.
Santa Ana, CA 92705 USA

www.cygolite.com

grams, the MityCross is the lightest and the brightest dual LED lighting system created
by CygoLite. It’s exactly this study in contrast – a lightweight yet sturdy aluminum alloy
headlight, dual beam power in a single beam case, LED toughness with halogen-like
brightness – that makes the MityCross  the ideal lighting system. With the brilliance to
light up the darkest trail and a compact design to facilitate a long commute, it makes
perfect sense that the most avid road rider and the most hardcore mountain biker can
declare the MityCross the unanimous lightweight champion in its class. 
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Pump Up The Lumens
To fight the darkness, you need the dual beams of
the MityCross firing up powerful brilliance. These
two LEDs cast a distant throw on the street for road
riders in mind, while using CrossFire technology to
give mountain bikers a wider swath of light for
better vision on narrow paths and single tracks.

Lightweight Battery, Heavy Duty Power
Weighing a mere 140 grams, the MityCross’ ultra-thin Li-Ion battery can be either
mounted on the stem of the bike or attached to the helmet. Plus its power is long
lasting and is easily replenished with the included Smart Rapid
charger. Not only does it protect the light from
overcharging, the Smart Rapid charger works on
both 100 and 240 volt outlets, so you’re free to ride
anywhere in the world. 

Mighty Smart
The MityCross has six different operating modes that are easily controlled
with a touch of a finger. The 3 brightness modes range from High—to
light up the darkest trail—to an energy-saving Low that’s still bright
enough to see and be seen in traffic. The 3 flashing modes—flash, walking
and SOS—are indispensable safety features for all riders. The MityCross
comes with a light setting indicator as well as a 3-stage battery indicator
so you’re never left in the dark when it comes to power.

Designed To Shine
All these great features come together in an intelligently designed super
compact headlight that weighs only 85 grams and is great on the helmet
or handlebar. The aluminum alloy is durable, weatherproof and helps
maximize the heat transfer to protect the LEDs. The included quick release
handlebar bracket is smaller and easier to mount to standard and
oversized handlebars. Equally small is the new helmet mount kit that
features better adjustability for use on the helmet.

Complete Weatherproof Design
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3 STAGE BATTERY
INDICATOR FEATURES 6 MODES

UNIT INSIDE:
MITYCROSS
� High Brightness LED headlight
� Stem mount ultra thin Li-Ion battery
� 4 hour Rapid Smart charger

(100-240 volt)
� Quick Release handlebar bracket 

(fits 25.4 – 31.8mm diameters)
� Helmet mount kit with extension cord

model: MITYCROSS

FEATURES

LED Output
(Lumens)

Bicycle / Special
Lighting Modes

High-Brightness
  Run time

Low-Brightness
  Run time

System Weight
 (grams)

Charge
time

MITYCROSS

350

3 / 3

3.5 hrs
  

17 hrs

240 g

4 hrs

Specification Chart

MAIN FEATURES:
� Compact Aluminum alloy headlight
� Control button on headlight
� 6 settings in all

- Brightness: High – Medium – Low light 
- Special: Flashing – Walking – SOS 

� Light Brightness Indicator
� 3 Stage battery level indicator
� Exclusive Crossfire™ design doubles the viewable area 
� High-Brightness LEDs with 50,000 hour LED life
� Ultra thin Li-Ion stem mount battery 
� Rapid Smart charger
� Compact Quick release mount fits oversized 

and standard handlebars
� Compact Quick release helmet mount with 

more adjustability included

CrossFire Projection vs. Standard Projection

Mighty Small, Mighty Bright, Mighty Tough, Mighty Powerful
Like a true lightweight champion, the MityCross is deceptively
small yet amazingly powerful. With the whole unit – headlight,
battery and mounting bracket – tipping the scale at a mere 240


